
Can whole areas of economic activity be
‘unproductive’ even if they are financially
self-supporting?  If so, does the term ‘un-
productive’ imply that they ought to be
discouraged or suppressed?

The idea that some financially self-sup-
porting activities are inherently ‘unpro-
ductive’ and thus either make no con-
tribution to the ‘real’ economy or are at
best entitled only to associate member-
ship has a more respectable intellectual
ancestry than it deserves and is at present
alive and flourishing.  The current focus
of attack is primarily on money business
— banking, stockbroking, anything in-
volving dealing in money rather than
dealing in things.

The idea is fallacious.  It is also damag-
ing, because it leads to damaging and un-

necessary counter-measures.  And it is
topical, because the shift from manufac-
turing into monetary and other tertiary ac-
tivities that is an inevitable consequence
of the rise in oil prices and the exploita-
tion of British North Sea oil arouses un-
derstandable resentment among those
who lose from the change.

‘PRODUCTIVE’ AND
‘UNPRODUCTIVE’ ACTIVITIES

In its modern form, the distinction be-
tween ‘productive’ and ‘unproductive’ ac-
tivities dates back to the eighteenth cen-
tury, when the Physiocrats distinguished
between agriculture and other activities in
the sense that agriculture supported the
rest.

Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations
(Book IV, Chapter IX) made the same

distinction between agriculture and other
activities: “the labour of farmers and
country labourers is certainly more pro-
ductive than that of merchants, artificers
and manufacturers.”  But he went on to
introduce a further distinction between
productive and unproductive labour, in-
cluding in the latter category the labour
not only of “menial servants” but also of
“the sovereign with all the officers both
of justice and war who serve under him”
and of “churchmen, lawyers, physicians,
men of letters of all kinds; players, buf-
foons, musicians, opera-singers, opera-
dancers, etc.”

Communist economies use a distinction
comparable with that of Adam Smith,
which is why their statistics of national
income cannot be reconciled with those
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of Western economies and other members
of the United Nations.

Smith’s distinction between more produc-
tive, less productive and unproductive ac-
tivities is not among his notable contribu-
tions to economic thought.  On this point,
he and the Physiocrats and contemporary
communists and others are simply wrong.
Economically, every activity is worth
what its customers will pay: if it is finan-
cially self-supporting, it is productive.
The distinction between what is or is not
productive in this sense is quite different
from the criterion of what may or may
not be acceptable morally (pornography)
or intrinsically desirable (candyfloss).

The conventional classification of acti-
vities is between primary (agriculture,
forestry, fishing, hunting, mining), sec-
ondary (manufacturing) and tertiary (ser-
vices).

It is obvious that without agriculture
there can be no manufacturing and that
without agriculture and manufacturing
there is limited scope for services.  But
what does that prove in an economy like
Britain, where manufacturing is supported
by services and agriculture is supported
by the rest of the economy in conse-
quence of the agricultural policy of the
European Community?  In a world where
there are massive long-term capacity sur-
pluses in agriculture and manufacturing,
it is services that are supporting agricul-
ture and manufacturing rather than the
other way round; and this is so irrespec-
tive of whether the subsidised sector is
relatively inefficient (like British manu-
facturing) or relatively efficient (like Brit-
ish agriculture).

Also, although there can be no services
without agriculture and manufacturing in
the world as a whole, there are a number
of small economies where agriculture and
manufacturing are of minor importance
and the main activities are financial or
other services.

CAN SERVICES BE PARASITIC?

Although some services, such as those of
doctors and teachers, are accepted as use-
ful, there is a widespread belief that
others live parasitically on the productive
economy.  Which services, if any, are
guilty of this charge?

In an ideal system, in which taxation and
other government interference in the
economy were reduced to a minimum,
there would be no need for most of the
advisers who guide firms and individuals
through the jungle of taxation, regulations
and controls.  By the criterion of an ideal
system, most of these people are unpro-
ductive passengers.  But in the existing
system they are not, because they in-
crease the wealth of their clients.  What is
parasitic in the existing system is the acti-
vities of politicians and officials who

maintain and extend government inter-
ference in the economy beyond the
necessary minimum: not only must these
activities themselves be carried by taxes
on the productive economy, but they im-
pose a second charge on the taxpayer and
citizen who has to bear at his own ex-
pense the cost of complying with his ob-
ligations and minimising their burden.

And it is not only bureaucrats who are
tax eaters, in Cobbett’s graphic phrase.
So are nationalised industries and private-
sector firms which are not financially
self-supporting and are kept going only
by subsidies. This argument applies in
principle to services as well, but in prac-
tice most private-sector services are tax-
payers and the tax eaters are to be found
in government-sector services, nation-
alised industries and subsidised farming
and manufacturing businesses.

The idea that money services are unpro-
ductive has been a harmful influence on
policy in recent decades, both in particu-
lar and in general.

THE ROOT CAUSE OF DISASTER

The Morrisonian model of post-war na-
tionalisation was based on the belief that
nationalised industries’ investment could
be funded more cheaply by replacing the
risk premium with a full government
guarantee.  The attempt to fund essen-
tially risk-bearing activities on risk-free
terms is the root cause of these industries’
collectively disastrous financial perfor-
mance and the huge losses they have in-
flicted on the rest of the economy.  It
exemplifies the collectivist belief that
profit-seeking money services are waste-
ful and dispensable.  But profitable
money services earn their keep for the
economy as well as for themselves by at-
tracting funds to the most profitable uses
and (no less important) deflecting funds
away from the loss-making projects that
are endemic when industrial finance is
provided by the government.

Speculation is a term of abuse in certain
quarters and even those who make their
living from speculation usually describe
their activities as something else.  But
speculation is just as valuable as any
other activity and is not exposed to the
criticisms that may be raised against por-
nography or candyfloss.  Speculation
serves to move resources to their best
uses and, by reducing price fluctuations,
tends to do so smoothly.  The social value
of speculation was affirmed by the social-
ist author A. P. Lerner in his book The
Economics of Control.  In the Soviet
Union ‘speculators’ are often shot, which
is a sure sign that they have been doing
something useful.

In the industrialised West speculators are
not shot; but they are often visited with
particular and condign taxes which, while

less damaging than the bullet to their vic-
tims are scarcely less damaging to the
economy.  In most of the countries of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development there are additional
taxes on capital gains deemed to be
‘speculative’, including the taxation of
these gains under the harsher income tax
regime.  But speculation oils the wheels
of the economy and serves to counteract
the impediments created by government
interference; the difference between com-
munist and capitalist economies in this
regard is one of degree rather than of
kind.  Infringements of exchange con-
trols, for example, are generally benefi-
cial to the economies concerned.

It was animus against ‘speculation’ that
was responsible for the original Selwyn
Lloyd tax on capital gains.  This sold the
pass to the next Labour Government,
which introduced a comprehensive tax on
capital gains in 1965.  There have been
few more pointless and destructive levies
in the history of British taxation.  By the
early 1980’s, about 85 per cent of the
yield of capital gains tax was coming
from purely inflationary gains (and this
inflationary element has now been
removed from 1982).  The remaining 15
per cent of the tax accounted for one-
tenth of one per cent of the total tax yield
or less.  Yet the tax on capital gains is a
tax of immense complexity (becoming
notably more complex still with the 1982
provisions for relieving subsequent infla-
tionary gains); and it must have imposed
directly on taxpayers (through their com-
pliance costs) and indirectly on the econ-
omy (through taxpayers’ avoiding action)
expenses representing a large multiple of
the nominal yield.  A tax like this does
much more damage to the economy than
the salaries of bureaucrats who are
merely paid for doing nothing (or nothing
useful).

Still worse is capital transfer tax, which
yields little revenue but strikes at the
heart of a capitalist economy — people
taking their own decisions with their own
money.

Other examples of the animus against
monetary and other services include Kal-
dor’s selective employment tax and Geof-
frey Howe’s taxation of banks.

CONCLUSION

The 20th century prejudice against ser-
vices is no more justifiable than the 18th
century prejudice against manufacturing.
Financially self-supporting services are as
much a part of the real economy as
manufacturing and agriculture.  The un-
productive elements in an economy are
loss-makers in any sector and bureau-
cratic and other services funded from tax-
ation.


